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After more than a decade of helping hundreds of MBA applicants get into top 
American and international business schools, we have learned a thing or two 
about what it takes to compel an admissions committee to send that coveted 
letter of acceptance. While we always work closely and meticulously with 
our clients to ensure their unique stories and qualities shine through in their 
applications, some of our advice boils down to key fundamentals: approach 
each essay with a brainstorming session, draft an outline, make personal 
statements truly personal, tailor your resume to the admissions committee’s 
needs, approach your recommenders strategically and prepare extensively for 
your interviews. Now, via this book, we offer you our thoughts on these sub-
jects so that you too can begin your journey toward the MBA of your dreams.

Many applicants are terrified at the prospect of applying to business school, 
and some approach the application process in a haphazard and ill-advised 
manner. As a result, the process often becomes extremely stressful, and results 
can be disappointing. We truly believe that with some basic organization, 
a simple strategy and helpful professional guidance, applying to business 
school can actually be enjoyable and rewarding, not to mention successful!

We encourage you to visit our Web site, www.mbamission.com, which in-
cludes complete and detailed analysis of all the top American and interna-
tional business schools’ essay questions, as well as a free weekly essay-writing 
tip. Explore our blog frequently, as we are constantly updating it and adding 
new free resources.

Of course, the information in this guide and the analysis and tips on our 
site are no substitute for working with a dedicated mbaMission professional. 
Each MBA candidate is unique. We all have distinct personal stories to tell, 
and we all face challenges in telling them. MbaMission consultants are spe-
cifically trained to ensure that you tell your stories in the most interesting 
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and compelling way—and that you take advantage of even the tiniest op-
portunity that might help you gain admission to your ideal MBA program.

We hope you enjoy this book. If you need any advice at all with respect to 
any element of applying to business school, please feel free to contact us for 
a free consultation.

Jeremy Shinewald
info@mbamission.com
www.mbamission.com
646-485-8844
Skype: mbaMission

mbaMission
Visit our resource page: http://www.mbamission.com/resources.php.

You will find links to FREE mbaMission materials:

• Personal Statement Guide
• Brainstorming questions in a workable word format
• Resume templates in a workable word format
• mbaMission Admissions webinars
• More…
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The Big Picture: Planning and Executing 
Your Business School Application

As you contemplate your long-term MBA plan, several questions will no 
doubt arise: “Are my grades good enough? What is a safe GMAT score? How 
much work experience will I need? Who should recommend me? Am I a 
well-rounded candidate?”

Before you begin working on your applications, understanding how com-
petitive you are as a candidate is crucial. By considering this issue well in 
advance of your application year, you will be able to plan out the steps you 
need to take to become a competitive candidate, reduce your potential for 
disappointment and simplify the task of applying to business school. In the 
first part of this chapter, we will introduce you to the main aspects of your 
candidacy that the admissions committees will be evaluating. In the second 
part of this chapter, we will guide you along your journey by providing a 
one-year planning timeline to help you manage the process, ensuring that 
you maximize all possible opportunities along the way to enhance your can-
didacy. Many candidates will embark on this journey about one year before 
they plan to submit their completed application, but you can certainly adjust 
your calendar to fit your plans and get started even earlier.

Although we offer these practical steps, remember that no set “recipe” exists 
for gaining admission to a top MBA program. Your individuality is your 
greatest asset, and your personal/professional story will be crucial as you 
strive to differentiate yourself among an ultracompetitive pool.
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Your Application from the Admissions  
Committee’s Perspective

Your Numbers

Questions you might have:

• What is a good GPA and a strong GMAT score?

• How much do these numbers matter?

• What should I do if my scores are low?

• What if I have not taken any business, finance or math classes since high 
school?

The admissions committee’s question:

• Can you handle the work?

When admissions committees examine your “numbers,” they ask themselves 
whether you will be able to handle their rigorously analytical and highly 
quantitative MBA program. Your GMAT score and grades will be the fore-
most indicator of your strengths in these areas, with the GMAT holding 
more sway the more time has passed since your college graduation. However, 
no particular set or level of scores will guarantee that you will get into a top 
school—some schools even brag about the number of 780s (considered a 
whopping GMAT score) they reject each year. The MBA admissions process 
is holistic, and all the aspects of your profile will be evaluated.

There is no hard and fast rule about what grades and scores are “good enough” 
for any given program. We recommend researching published statistics on 
average and median GPAs and GMAT scores at the school(s) you are target-
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ing. For reference, the average total GMAT score at schools that are gen-
erally considered to be the top 15 programs (according to the Bloomberg 
BusinessWeek and U.S. News & World Report rankings) is about 710. If you 
are applying to one of these schools, you should aim for that score or higher. 
You should also strive for a balanced score, achieving an 80th percentile or 
higher on both sections of the GMAT (verbal and quantitative). In particu-
lar, an 80th percentile on the quantitative portion1 will clearly indicate to 
the admissions committee that you can handle the difficult analytical work 
required in the MBA curriculum.

If you do not score 710 or higher, however, fear not! This is just the average 
score, which means that a good percentage of the previous class of admitted 
students scored below that—not everyone can be above average!

We recommend the following ways to help ensure you attain the best GMAT 
score possible before submitting your application:

• Study for the test: This advice may seem obvious to some, but many 
candidates do not fully understand that the GMAT is not a test that 
you can simply take “cold.” In fact, our friends at Manhattan GMAT 
inform us that to be truly well prepared for the exam, candidates 
should dedicate a minimum of 12–13 weeks to studying—nine 
weeks in the classroom and three to four weeks of self-guided study 
thereafter. These days, many test-prep options are available beyond 
the traditional classroom experience, including pure self-study with 
textbooks, online classes, private tutoring and simply practicing by 
solving problems from past GMAT exams. A number of free resources 
are available through the Manhattan GMAT Web site to help you 
maximize your score, and we recommend taking advantage of them, 
particularly the free sample GMAT test: www.manhattangmat.com/
free-gmat.cfm

1	 It	is	worth	noting	that	achieving	an	80th	percentile	score	on	the	quantitative	section	of	the	GMAT	is	becoming	
increasingly	difficult,	as	scores	continue	to	rise.	Thus,	some	schools	have	begun	to	note	that	a	75	percentile	
score	is	a	“safe”	target.
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• Take the test sooner rather than later: Many candidates do not realize 
that they can take the GMAT up to five years in advance of submitting 
their application. Admissions offices generally prefer test scores from 
the previous three years, but our point is that you should not feel 
that you must take the test only during the year in which you apply. 
Further, by taking the test earlier, you leave yourself sufficient time 
to take the test again (you can take the test only once per month) 
if you do not score as well as you had hoped. You may be surprised 
to know that admissions committees actually encourage candidates 
to take the test multiple times—they want you to do your best, and 
higher average GMAT scores, which factor into MBA rankings, can 
help to boost a school’s position. By taking the GMAT early, you 
will also free up time closer to the application deadline to dedicate to 
other aspects of applying to business school.

Your GMAT score will be especially important if you graduated from college 
more than five years ago or if your undergraduate GPA was below the aver-
age for students at your target school(s) (approximately 3.5 for the top MBA 
programs noted earlier). Although we recommend making every effort to 
achieve the best score you possibly can, you should take care not to focus on 
your GMAT to the exclusion of all else.

Admissions committees consider your GPA another important indicator of 
your ability to succeed in the challenging academic environment of an MBA 
classroom. But as with your GMAT score, there is no “right” GPA. In evalu-
ating your transcript, admissions committees will take into account your 
grades, your major, the institution you attended (though to a lesser degree), 
any trends over time (e.g., did you get all As toward the end of college that 
offset a few early Cs?) and the nature and rigor of your course of study. In 
particular, they will look for evidence of some quantitative horsepower. If 
your transcript does not include any management, economics, finance or 
math classes that prove you have done well in quantitative subjects in the 
past, you will need to find another way to prove your competencies in these 
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areas. Fortunately, doing so is definitely possible. For example, if nothing on 
your transcript or in your work history indicates your ability to manage the 
quantitative work required by an MBA program, you can build up what is 
referred to in the admissions world as an “alternate transcript” before you 
apply by taking two courses at a local college in any of the following areas: ac-
counting, finance, economics, statistics and calculus. Whichever subject you 
choose, you will need to do well for the course to reflect positively on your 
candidacy—a B+ is acceptable, but an A is far better if you are trying to prove 
that you can compete amid a quantitatively strong peer group at the MBA 
level. Alternatively, you might consider completing Level I of the Chartered 
Financial Analyst (CFA) designation, which would reveal that you have the 
maturity and drive to dedicate yourself to a rigorous self-guided study pro-
gram and that you have strong pre-MBA knowledge of the academic areas 
noted earlier. (Note: the CFA program can be remarkably time-consuming, 
and we recommend completing Level I well in advance of your application 
year.)

Although your GPA and your GMAT score are important, high scores do not 
guarantee success in the application process, and low scores do not guarantee 
failure. We have seen candidates with 540 GMAT scores get into Harvard 
and applicants with 780s fail to do so. Our point? The admissions commit-
tees will examine your profile holistically, attempting to appropriately gauge 
your qualities as both an individual and a professional, plus your potential 
to contribute to your class and to achieve in your career. Stats are only one 
factor in their broader decision.
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Your Goals

Questions you might have:

• What kinds of goals are the right goals to have?

• How specific is specific enough?

The admissions committee’s questions:

• Will the program really be of value to you?

• Will you make the school proud as an alumnus/alumna?

Defining post-MBA goals is difficult for many candidates. Most people ap-
plying to business school recognize that the degree will pay dividends be-
yond what they can anticipate, open doors in their career regardless of the 
direction they choose and provide an education that will be valuable in most 
business endeavors. Should that not be justification enough for seeking an 
MBA? Others pursue MBA studies to diversify their skills and discover new 
professional avenues. Should that not be encouraged?

Perhaps those reasons are sufficient for you, but consider the issue from the 
admissions committees’ perspective. By offering you one of the very few, 
highly sought-after places in their program, they are essentially investing in 
you. They therefore want to know what you plan to do with that investment. 
Their goal is to provide value and create happy, successful alumni. They will 
look at your goals and aspirations to understand whether an MBA from 
their program will indeed further your goals and be of value to you—your 
ultimate success will reflect well on the school. For most schools, wanting 
an MBA just for the education is not enough. You have to have a plan for 
your—and their—investment.
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Fortunately, there are no right or wrong career goals for a business school 
candidate, only more or less well thought-out ones. If you have a broad sense 
of what you want to do—maybe you have an industry in mind—but are not 
sure of your specific plan, we recommend doing some honest exploration of 
your goals well before you begin to apply. Perhaps, for example, you believe 
you want to work in finance in general but are unsure of what lies behind the 
buzzwords “investment banking,” “sales and trading,” “asset management” 
and “equity research.” In this case, take the time to do some research and 
explore the post-MBA opportunities that exist (a good way to generate career 
ideas is to visit different schools’ career services Web sites) and then take ac-
tion to gain some a priori experience in your potential field or in the function 
that appeals to you via informational interviews and job shadowing. Under-
standing how an MBA will be useful in the area you are considering is key to 
effectively conveying your need for the degree to the admissions committees.

We recommend that when you discuss your goals in your essays, you be as 
detailed as you can credibly be without stretching your believability. (See our 
Personal Statement chapter for examples of the appropriate level of detail.) If 
the thought of committing yourself to a path now is daunting, do not worry. 
Admissions committees understand that people change their minds, espe-
cially as they learn more and are exposed to new options and information as 
part of the MBA experience. (No one will force you at graduation to adhere 
to the goals you present in your application!) You should keep in mind that 
an MBA is a significant investment of your time and money. So, if you are 
not sure that you will use the degree to further yourself in your career, it 
may not be worth your time and energy to pursue such an intense program. 
So dig deep, do some soul-searching and be sure to develop goals that really 
inspire you.
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Your Professional Life

Questions you might have:

• What is the right kind of experience?

• What if I have never managed a team?

• Do I have enough experience?

The admissions committee’s question:

• Will you contribute meaningfully to the class/business school community?

In addition to their desire to turn out successful leaders, business schools 
want to be sure that the candidates they admit will be able to participate 
meaningfully in the MBA classroom and bring a perspective to class dis-
cussions that will be valuable to their classmates. Your career trajectory and 
professional accomplishments (revealed through your resume, essays, recom-
mendations and interviews) will be a strong indicator of your ability both to 
contribute to the class and to be a leader beyond.

As with some of the other elements of your candidacy that we have discussed 
thus far, no set rule is in place as to the “right” amount or type of work ex-
perience, nor is there a “right” career trajectory. Each year we hear from a 
few candidates who fear that their professional position is a liability: “I am 
a school teacher. Maybe if I transitioned to consulting, I would get into the 
school of my dreams.” Although bankers and consultants are certainly well 
represented at top business schools and teachers are not, this is not evidence 
of a bias among admissions officers, but instead of the nature of these work-
places. Most bankers and consultants need an MBA to progress past a certain 
point on the corporate ladder, whereas no teacher truly needs an MBA to 
progress.
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What is more important than targeting a particular industry or position for 
the future is conveying your performance in past endeavors. Places are avail-
able in the MBA classes at all top schools for high-performing teachers, con-
sultants and bankers alike—but not for low-performing individuals in any 
field. The leading business school programs want a diversity of experience 
in their classrooms, and they want candidates who exhibit the promise of 
achievement—not just a job title—going forward.

The admissions committees will examine your professional experiences to see 
whether you tend to take on increasing responsibility in your work. This may 
be evidenced by promotions or by simply having more impact on the bottom 
line of your department or company through informal influence (without a 
promotion). After all, the lowest man on the totem pole can have the greatest 
influence in a project’s outcome if he is willing to speak up and get buy-in 
for his ideas.

The admissions committees are also interested in the kind of impact you 
have had on others, in either formal or informal ways, such as direct man-
agement, mentorship or training roles. If you have never managed another 
employee or a team, do not worry. Many candidates applying to business 
school are in the same position. Leadership and management are actually 
two different things, and admissions committees take both into account. 
Whereas management entails directly supervising other employees, leader-
ship can include such broad interpersonal activities as mentorship, training, 
coaching, influencing and persuading others to adopt your ideas, taking re-
sponsibility for an outcome, helping a floundering teammate and creating 
open and productive communication within a team. More simply, for our 
purposes, management is the use of position to gain the best outcomes and 
leadership is the use of persuasion to gain the best outcomes. Examine your 
personal and professional history for these kinds of examples, and if examples 
are lacking, start looking now for opportunities to contribute to others and 
to take responsibility for the outcome of your work, so you will be able to 
discuss these in your application. If your job provides an insufficient outlet 
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for leadership, seek opportunities to lead in your extracurricular and com-
munity service activities.

At most top programs, students have an average of five to six years of work 
experience, but we remind you that an average derives from a wide range, 
meaning that some applicants will be above this figure and some will be be-
low. Every year, candidates with varying degrees of experience gain admission 
to business school, and having more or less is neither “good” nor “bad.” The 
key is what you have been able to accomplish during your work history and 
the kind of potential this demonstrates for your post-MBA goals. Admissions 
committees will look beyond your industry, company name, title and years 
of experience and strive to identify performance!

Community Service and Other Volunteer 
Contributions

Questions you might have:

• Do I really need to do community service?

• Is it too late to start?

• What if I work 8,000 hours a week?

The admissions committee’s question:

• Are you someone who makes a difference and seeks out challenges?

Aside from the sincere value that you can bring to your community by vol-
unteering in some way, community work is an important element of your 
application. From an admissions perspective, contributing to others in this 
way shows initiative and motivation on your part and can differentiate you 
from otherwise similar candidates who do not go the extra mile. For ex-
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ample, if you take time outside of work to volunteer with the aged while 
your peer from work who is also applying to business school instead uses that 
time to shop or watch TV, all else being equal, you have a distinct advantage. 
Showing personal commitment to and passion for a cause or organization 
and seeking leadership opportunities outside of work indicate that you have 
strong personal qualities and provides the admissions committee with deeper 
insight into your candidacy.

Still, some applicants mistakenly regard any form of community service as 
a prerequisite for getting into a top MBA program. These candidates will 
thus sign up for a volunteer activity without first considering whether it is 
a reasonable fit for them and/or how their choice could reflect on their can-
didacy in the admissions committees’ eyes. Although community service is 
a positive, it is not a “one size fits all” element of one’s candidacy. As you 
contemplate your current or potential community involvements, you should 
recognize that “hours served” are not as important as the spirit of your par-
ticipation and the extent of your impact.

We therefore encourage MBA candidates to carefully consider their com-
munity experiences in the same way they would examine and evaluate their 
professional or entrepreneurial opportunities. Although people can some-
times make mistakes in their career paths, most gravitate toward areas or op-
portunities in which they can excel, justifiably to further their own interests. 
The same is true for volunteer opportunities as well. If, for example, you have 
always enjoyed a particularly close relationship with your grandmother and 
want to share this kind of positive experience with others, you might decide 
to volunteer to spend time with seniors at a retirement home, where you 
would naturally be predisposed toward success. If you were quite passionate 
about your work there, you just might get others involved, expand the volun-
teer program at the home, take greater leadership in the program and more. 
However, if you are not that passionate about the elderly, but there is a retire-
ment home on your block, no matter how convenient it would therefore be 
to volunteer, doing so would likely be a mistake for you, because you would 
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lack the spirit of commitment/adventure necessary to ensure that your story 
materializes and would be compelling to the admissions committee.

Although accomplishments in the community arena can make great subject 
matter for essays and clearly illustrate that you seek to make a difference, 
your charitable involvement does not need to be with a registered nonprofit. 
For example, you can reveal your altruistic spirit through a simple personal 
commitment to a neighbor, relative or colleague—perhaps by helping them 
with a weekly chore or serving as a social outlet to someone with limited 
friends in the area—or perhaps via a small neighborhood beautification ini-
tiative or by organizing fitness classes for colleagues or friends. The key is not 
the organization, but your impact; you must show the admissions commit-
tees that you are someone who aspires to excellence, is interested in bettering 
the lives of others and seeks challenges and opportunities for leadership.

If you have not been involved in a community activity up to now, we can 
reassure you that it is never too late to start. Again, the admissions commit-
tees are interested in your impact and your altruistic spirit and commitment, 
rather than time served. However, the more time you can commit to such 
an activity, the more opportunity you will have to truly influence and assist 
others and the more experiences you will be able to discuss in your essays and 
interviews. So, starting sooner rather than later is certainly beneficial.

However, perhaps you have had trouble committing to any volunteer ac-
tivities because you work incredibly long hours. The admissions committees 
know that such jobs exist, and they will take this into account when evaluat-
ing your candidacy. That said, you can always find something to do outside 
of work to show that you are a well-rounded individual and interested in life. 
For example, try volunteering at a soup kitchen for a few hours each Sunday; 
look into online volunteering options; spend some vacation time volunteer-
ing internationally. Any effort you devote to a practice or organization out-
side your work will enhance your profile and give you potentially rich fodder 
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for your essays. We simply recommend finding something in which you are 
genuinely interested and pursuing that.

Your Recommendations

Questions you might have:

• Why are recommendations necessary?

• Who should recommend me?

• Should they repeat what my essays say?

The admissions committee’s question:

• What will others say about your accomplishments and character?

Admissions committees consider recommendations for two key reasons. 
One, they want to learn about your accomplishments, strengths and weak-
nesses from a different perspective, and two, they want to understand how 
another person would assess your character. Your essays will provide them 
with rich, valuable information about you, and your recommendations will 
present an objective perspective on who you are.

Most schools ask recommenders very detailed and specific questions. We 
therefore suggest that you seek letters of recommendation from the people 
who know you best. Do not make the mistake of thinking that only a recom-
mendation from someone with an impressive title will “count” in the eyes of 
the admissions committee. The admissions committees hope to gain a deep 
understanding of your character through your recommendations, and only 
someone who has worked closely with you will be able to comment vividly 
on who you are. For example, the CEO of your company may have an im-
pressive resume herself, but if all she knows about you is your resume, her 




